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wooster from the middle west to the world the
college of wooster was a proud but modest college
for much of its life exemplified by the titles of
the first two volumes of its history wooster of
the middle west in 1944 a wooster alumnus named
howard lowry became president and created the
independent study i s program distinguishing
wooster from other quality liberal arts colleges
nationwide i s was and is much more than a
capstone research project for seniors the heavy
responsibility of mentoring undergraduate research
was offset for faculty by university level
research leave guaranteeing wooster a faculty of
true teacher scholars this third volume of wooster
s history begins with lowry s arrival during world
war ii when navy v 5 cadets were almost the only
males on campus at war s end a cadre of veterans
taking advantage of the gi bill arrived young men
tougher and worldlier than wooster s traditional
students and the demographics changed typical for
universities at the time wooster students followed
the rules in the moderate 50s before the 60s
unsettled this and many other campuses dramatic
blows struck in 1967 when the elegant 66 year old
bachelor president suffered a fatal heart attack
in the san francisco apartment of his 27 year old
woman friend leaving a college shocked both by his
death and by financial strains that few knew about
until then wooster s next decade was rocky and
cautiously traversed one antidote for the
financial crisis was expansion of the student body
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which grew revenue but lowered academic standards
and frustrated an overworked faculty in 1977 henry
copeland a 41 year old historian was the
surprising choice for president and his term
marked a double triumph restoring the college s
academic integrity and raising endowment from 15
million to more than 150 million in little more
than a decade roads to success are rarely smooth a
failed presidential search following copeland s
retirement embarrassed the college but the wooster
family proved too solid and too dedicated to
stumble for long as an adventure in education
brings wooster into the twenty first century it
finds a picture book campus with extraordinary new
facilities national recognition for both i s and
the quality of its teaching a student body diverse
in terms domestic and international and a striking
confidence and ambition that might have surprised
even howard lowry how the college got from there
to here is a tale instructive for anyone concerned
with american higher education the city college of
new york founded in 1847 as the free academy began
as an educational and political experiment the
campus provided the setting for dynamic
interaction between generations of students
immigrant and native alike with the local and
global community many of those educated by the
poor man s harvard distinguished themselves in
various fields including the former u s secretary
of state colin powell former u s supreme court
justice felix frankfurter writers walter mosley
and paddy chayefsky actors samuel zero mostel and
richard schiff the scientist jonas salk along with
two rhodes scholars and nine nobel laureates these
alumni and numerous others during the college s
history made their contributions to the macrocosm
utilizing the skills honed within the microcosm of
the school s campus through images from the
college s archives the city college of new york
illustrates the fascinating history of the first
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entirely publicly supported institution of higher
education in the united states as the landscape of
teacher education developed during the late 1800s
historical antecedents of butler university s
college of education initiated what we now know as
long term commitments to work and service at local
state and national levels this historical account
of the college brings to light how teachers
leaders and colleagues possessing vision a shared
commitment to children excellence in education and
humor have inspired and influenced generations
those who are aware of butler university and those
who have yet to learn of the quiet excellence that
lives within the north side indianapolis
neighborhood will glean lessons of collaboration
struggle success and the innate power of being
able to dream as the history of the college of
education unfolds in 1961 for his undergraduate
application for student teaching at butler
university roger william boop wrote i certainly
believe in change but change is not good for
change s sake because change does not always imply
progress his belief in change a personal
commitment to education and a love of history that
allows one to look closely at the facets leading
to progress underscore his research some 46 years
later as he shares the story of the college of
education and more reprint of the original first
published in 1883 first published in 1962 this
book remains one of the most significant works on
the history of higher education in america
bridging the chasm between educational and social
history it was one of the first to examine
developments in higher education in the context of
the social economic and political forces that were
shaping the nation at large surveying higher
education from the colonial era through the mid
20th century rudolph explores a multitude of
issues from the financing of institutions and the
development of curriculum to the education of
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women and blacks the rise of college athletics and
the complexities of student life in his foreword
to this edition john r thelin assesses the impact
rudolph s work has had on higher education studies
the edition also includes a bibliographic essay by
thelin covering significant works in the field
that have appeared since the publication of the
first edition a n excellent book a scholarly book
but one easy to read and always interesting
francis horn the new york times book review a tour
de force the general reader as well as the
historian of education will find in it the
interesting story of america s academic life told
with truth and originality saturday review an
important and widely celebrated book it collects
an enormous number of disparate sources and weaves
them into a history of american colleges and
universities that is useful even today to both the
scholar and the general reader an exceptionally
comprehensive book it traces some three hundred
years of the history of american colleges and
universities from the 1636 founding of harvard
well into the twentieth century david s webster
the review of higher education rudolph has
skillfully organized the results of his
comprehensive research he has a flair for catching
the attention with a colorful incident or a
memorable quotation and he writes with a sprightly
yet authoritative style the result is an
exceptionally readable account that the scholar
will find a profitable addition to his library the
book should appeal too to the general reader with
a non professional interest in american higher
education and in how it developed and why david
madsen history of education quarterly the american
college and university covers an amazing amount of
ground in less than 500 pages of text a
significant contribution russell e miller american
association of university professors bulletin a
first rate contribution to the all too meager
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written history of american education and an
example of institutional history at its best
theodore r sizer the new england quarterly
frederick rudolph has chosen to create a vast
design stretched across the canvas of several
centuries and a broad continent woven against the
military political and economic tapestry of a new
people creating a new way of life he has more than
succeeded covering both minute detail and sweeping
developments mr rudolph makes a significant
contribution to historical research by relating
the growth of higher education to the totality of
the american scene at the same time he has
produced a readable literary effort set apart from
books for popular consumption not by its style
which is well paced and clear but by its depth of
documentation rudolph writes with the skill of the
novelist in keeping his narrative alive kenneth r
williams the florida historical quarterly this is
a superb account of american higher education from
colonial times to the present the major
developments are here all in perspective and
treated in such a way as to please readers who
value clarity insight proportion quiet humor and
literary grace irwin g wyllie the business history
review the american college and university is
felicitous writing eminently readable and
frequently entertaining rudolph s work makes a
significant contribution to educational history
and will repay conscientious study saul sack the
pennsylvania magazine of history and biography
rudolph s book bears the marks of sound
scholarship and it is written with clarity and
urbanity it will be read with interest by
academics and laymen and will probably remain the
best one volume history of its subject for many
years frederick h jackson the mississippi valley
historical review t his is a very capable history
of the american college and university and is
delightfully written both layman and historian can
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read this book with great profit and great
enjoyment philip davidson the journal of southern
history v ery readable and at times absorbing an
illuminating history of the american college
leonard f bacigalupo the catholic historical
review a carefully documented well indexed and to
cap it entertaining work leaving little doubt that
the history of american higher education must be
the most delightful story since the beginning of
universities in medieval europe american
behavioral scientist this book systematically
analyzes the evidence on four key issues that have
divided commentators on the community college the
community college s impact on students business
and the universities the factors behind its rise
since 1900 the causes of its swift
vocationalization after 1960 and what direction
the community college should take in the future
the colleges of oxford study is a guidebook used
by students to improve their ability to assimilate
knowledge in educational courses that they
undertake at oxford university with an annual
student population of more than 100 000 city
college of san francisco has educated one in seven
city residents and has alumni in every state a
depression era dream of archibald cloud the
college opened in 1935 with 1 483 students and no
central campus today the college not only has a
main campus at ocean and phelan avenues but also
has 10 others spread throughout san francisco
science hall designed by timothy pflueger proudly
stands on the hill a visible landmark beckoning
students to walk through its portals pflueger s
dream also included the incorporation of art into
his buildings his organization of the art in
action program at the 1939 1940 golden gate
international exposition on treasure island
resulted in the acquisition of mexican muralist
diego rivera s pan american unity as well as
mosaics and sculptures by other artists that adorn
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science hall you are making history today the
university of virginia extension division agent
samuel crockett observed to a gathering of
students and faculty on september 15 1954 in wise
virginia the occasion was the opening convocation
of what would become clinch valley college of the
university of virginia and the 109 students
assembled many of whom were korean war veterans or
women were indeed part of something quite special
people in southwest virginia and friends in
charlottesville not the least being university of
virginia president colgate w darden jr had worked
tirelessly to make this day possible a snowbound
discussion at the colonial inn in wise had
resulted in the conversion of the local county
poor farm into the only branch of the university
of virginia since those humble beginnings the
college at wise has flourished growing from a two
year certificate granting institution into a four
year baccalaureate degree granting college in the
late 1960s in 1999 the college completed a
transition from clinch valley college to the
university of virginia s college at wise having
journeyed over uncertain ground with respect to
its student population and its relationship with
the university of virginia the college at wise has
in recent years boasted its highest historical
student enrollments garnered a national reputation
as a public liberal arts college and still
operates as the university s only branch published
for wise s fiftieth anniversary in september 2004
brian steel wills s history is essential reading
for the college s alumni faculty and
administrators and for anyone interested in a
heroic chapter in the history of public higher
education in virginia this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other
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nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the
public to ensure a quality reading experience this
work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy to read
typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant praise for the american community college
since 1982 the american community college by cohen
and brawer has been the authoritative book on
community colleges anyone who wants to understand
these complex and dynamic institutions how they
are evolving the contributions they make the
challenges they face the students they serve and
the faculty and leaders who deliver the services
and the curricula will find the american community
college both essential reading and an important
reference book george r boggs president and ceo
american association of community colleges i have
been a community college president for over forty
one years and a graduate professor for three
decades this book has been an inspiration to
generations of students faculty members and
administrators it has become the classic of the
field because it has great take home value to us
all joseph n hankin president westchester
community college in this latest edition of the
american community college the authors continue to
manifest their unique highly knowledgeable
perspective about the community college this book
is must reading for all who desire to understand
one of the most important educational institutions
in the twenty first century barbara k townsend
professor and director center for community
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college research college of education university
of missouri columbia cohen and brawer s classic
work is the touchstone for a comprehensive
overview of the american community college this is
a seminal book for graduate students as well as
seasoned professionals for understanding this
uniquely american institution charles r dassance
president central florida community college
originally published in 1954 this is the first
full length account of the history of the working
men s college in st pancras london one hundred and
fifty years on from its foundation in 1854 it is
the oldest adult educational institute in the
country self governing and self financing it is a
rich part of london s social history the college
stands out as a distinctive monument of the
voluntary social service founded by the victorians
unchanged in all its essentials yet adapting
itself to the demands of each generation of
students and finding voluntary and unpaid teachers
to continue its tradition this pamphlet provides a
concise history of the owens college of manchester
founded in 1851 the text briefly describes the
various departments of the college including
chemistry mathematics and classics this book is an
interesting artifact of educational history and
provides insights into the development of higher
education in england this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an
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important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
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An Adventure in Education

2015

wooster from the middle west to the world the
college of wooster was a proud but modest college
for much of its life exemplified by the titles of
the first two volumes of its history wooster of
the middle west in 1944 a wooster alumnus named
howard lowry became president and created the
independent study i s program distinguishing
wooster from other quality liberal arts colleges
nationwide i s was and is much more than a
capstone research project for seniors the heavy
responsibility of mentoring undergraduate research
was offset for faculty by university level
research leave guaranteeing wooster a faculty of
true teacher scholars this third volume of wooster
s history begins with lowry s arrival during world
war ii when navy v 5 cadets were almost the only
males on campus at war s end a cadre of veterans
taking advantage of the gi bill arrived young men
tougher and worldlier than wooster s traditional
students and the demographics changed typical for
universities at the time wooster students followed
the rules in the moderate 50s before the 60s
unsettled this and many other campuses dramatic
blows struck in 1967 when the elegant 66 year old
bachelor president suffered a fatal heart attack
in the san francisco apartment of his 27 year old
woman friend leaving a college shocked both by his
death and by financial strains that few knew about
until then wooster s next decade was rocky and
cautiously traversed one antidote for the
financial crisis was expansion of the student body
which grew revenue but lowered academic standards
and frustrated an overworked faculty in 1977 henry
copeland a 41 year old historian was the
surprising choice for president and his term
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marked a double triumph restoring the college s
academic integrity and raising endowment from 15
million to more than 150 million in little more
than a decade roads to success are rarely smooth a
failed presidential search following copeland s
retirement embarrassed the college but the wooster
family proved too solid and too dedicated to
stumble for long as an adventure in education
brings wooster into the twenty first century it
finds a picture book campus with extraordinary new
facilities national recognition for both i s and
the quality of its teaching a student body diverse
in terms domestic and international and a striking
confidence and ambition that might have surprised
even howard lowry how the college got from there
to here is a tale instructive for anyone concerned
with american higher education

The City College of New York

2007-02-21

the city college of new york founded in 1847 as
the free academy began as an educational and
political experiment the campus provided the
setting for dynamic interaction between
generations of students immigrant and native alike
with the local and global community many of those
educated by the poor man s harvard distinguished
themselves in various fields including the former
u s secretary of state colin powell former u s
supreme court justice felix frankfurter writers
walter mosley and paddy chayefsky actors samuel
zero mostel and richard schiff the scientist jonas
salk along with two rhodes scholars and nine nobel
laureates these alumni and numerous others during
the college s history made their contributions to
the macrocosm utilizing the skills honed within
the microcosm of the school s campus through
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images from the college s archives the city
college of new york illustrates the fascinating
history of the first entirely publicly supported
institution of higher education in the united
states

Catalogue of the Library of the
Medical College of Keiogijuku
University

1932

as the landscape of teacher education developed
during the late 1800s historical antecedents of
butler university s college of education initiated
what we now know as long term commitments to work
and service at local state and national levels
this historical account of the college brings to
light how teachers leaders and colleagues
possessing vision a shared commitment to children
excellence in education and humor have inspired
and influenced generations those who are aware of
butler university and those who have yet to learn
of the quiet excellence that lives within the
north side indianapolis neighborhood will glean
lessons of collaboration struggle success and the
innate power of being able to dream as the history
of the college of education unfolds in 1961 for
his undergraduate application for student teaching
at butler university roger william boop wrote i
certainly believe in change but change is not good
for change s sake because change does not always
imply progress his belief in change a personal
commitment to education and a love of history that
allows one to look closely at the facets leading
to progress underscore his research some 46 years
later as he shares the story of the college of
education and more
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Fulfilling the Charter

2008-03

reprint of the original first published in 1883

Colleges of the Forgotten
Americans

1969

first published in 1962 this book remains one of
the most significant works on the history of
higher education in america bridging the chasm
between educational and social history it was one
of the first to examine developments in higher
education in the context of the social economic
and political forces that were shaping the nation
at large surveying higher education from the
colonial era through the mid 20th century rudolph
explores a multitude of issues from the financing
of institutions and the development of curriculum
to the education of women and blacks the rise of
college athletics and the complexities of student
life in his foreword to this edition john r thelin
assesses the impact rudolph s work has had on
higher education studies the edition also includes
a bibliographic essay by thelin covering
significant works in the field that have appeared
since the publication of the first edition a n
excellent book a scholarly book but one easy to
read and always interesting francis horn the new
york times book review a tour de force the general
reader as well as the historian of education will
find in it the interesting story of america s
academic life told with truth and originality
saturday review an important and widely celebrated
book it collects an enormous number of disparate
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sources and weaves them into a history of american
colleges and universities that is useful even
today to both the scholar and the general reader
an exceptionally comprehensive book it traces some
three hundred years of the history of american
colleges and universities from the 1636 founding
of harvard well into the twentieth century david s
webster the review of higher education rudolph has
skillfully organized the results of his
comprehensive research he has a flair for catching
the attention with a colorful incident or a
memorable quotation and he writes with a sprightly
yet authoritative style the result is an
exceptionally readable account that the scholar
will find a profitable addition to his library the
book should appeal too to the general reader with
a non professional interest in american higher
education and in how it developed and why david
madsen history of education quarterly the american
college and university covers an amazing amount of
ground in less than 500 pages of text a
significant contribution russell e miller american
association of university professors bulletin a
first rate contribution to the all too meager
written history of american education and an
example of institutional history at its best
theodore r sizer the new england quarterly
frederick rudolph has chosen to create a vast
design stretched across the canvas of several
centuries and a broad continent woven against the
military political and economic tapestry of a new
people creating a new way of life he has more than
succeeded covering both minute detail and sweeping
developments mr rudolph makes a significant
contribution to historical research by relating
the growth of higher education to the totality of
the american scene at the same time he has
produced a readable literary effort set apart from
books for popular consumption not by its style
which is well paced and clear but by its depth of
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documentation rudolph writes with the skill of the
novelist in keeping his narrative alive kenneth r
williams the florida historical quarterly this is
a superb account of american higher education from
colonial times to the present the major
developments are here all in perspective and
treated in such a way as to please readers who
value clarity insight proportion quiet humor and
literary grace irwin g wyllie the business history
review the american college and university is
felicitous writing eminently readable and
frequently entertaining rudolph s work makes a
significant contribution to educational history
and will repay conscientious study saul sack the
pennsylvania magazine of history and biography
rudolph s book bears the marks of sound
scholarship and it is written with clarity and
urbanity it will be read with interest by
academics and laymen and will probably remain the
best one volume history of its subject for many
years frederick h jackson the mississippi valley
historical review t his is a very capable history
of the american college and university and is
delightfully written both layman and historian can
read this book with great profit and great
enjoyment philip davidson the journal of southern
history v ery readable and at times absorbing an
illuminating history of the american college
leonard f bacigalupo the catholic historical
review a carefully documented well indexed and to
cap it entertaining work leaving little doubt that
the history of american higher education must be
the most delightful story since the beginning of
universities in medieval europe american
behavioral scientist

The People's College of the State
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of New York

1863

this book systematically analyzes the evidence on
four key issues that have divided commentators on
the community college the community college s
impact on students business and the universities
the factors behind its rise since 1900 the causes
of its swift vocationalization after 1960 and what
direction the community college should take in the
future

The Industrial College of the
Armed Forces

1961

the colleges of oxford study is a guidebook used
by students to improve their ability to assimilate
knowledge in educational courses that they
undertake at oxford university

Annoucement of the College of
Arts and Sciences

1906

with an annual student population of more than 100
000 city college of san francisco has educated one
in seven city residents and has alumni in every
state a depression era dream of archibald cloud
the college opened in 1935 with 1 483 students and
no central campus today the college not only has a
main campus at ocean and phelan avenues but also
has 10 others spread throughout san francisco
science hall designed by timothy pflueger proudly
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stands on the hill a visible landmark beckoning
students to walk through its portals pflueger s
dream also included the incorporation of art into
his buildings his organization of the art in
action program at the 1939 1940 golden gate
international exposition on treasure island
resulted in the acquisition of mexican muralist
diego rivera s pan american unity as well as
mosaics and sculptures by other artists that adorn
science hall

Catalogue of the State
Agricultural College of Kansas

2024-01-26

you are making history today the university of
virginia extension division agent samuel crockett
observed to a gathering of students and faculty on
september 15 1954 in wise virginia the occasion
was the opening convocation of what would become
clinch valley college of the university of
virginia and the 109 students assembled many of
whom were korean war veterans or women were indeed
part of something quite special people in
southwest virginia and friends in charlottesville
not the least being university of virginia
president colgate w darden jr had worked
tirelessly to make this day possible a snowbound
discussion at the colonial inn in wise had
resulted in the conversion of the local county
poor farm into the only branch of the university
of virginia since those humble beginnings the
college at wise has flourished growing from a two
year certificate granting institution into a four
year baccalaureate degree granting college in the
late 1960s in 1999 the college completed a
transition from clinch valley college to the
university of virginia s college at wise having
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journeyed over uncertain ground with respect to
its student population and its relationship with
the university of virginia the college at wise has
in recent years boasted its highest historical
student enrollments garnered a national reputation
as a public liberal arts college and still
operates as the university s only branch published
for wise s fiftieth anniversary in september 2004
brian steel wills s history is essential reading
for the college s alumni faculty and
administrators and for anyone interested in a
heroic chapter in the history of public higher
education in virginia

Report of the Board of Trustees
of the New Hampshire College of
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts

1867

this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public to ensure a quality
reading experience this work has been proofread
and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text
in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
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Journal of the Philadelphia
College of Pharmacy

1873

praise for the american community college since
1982 the american community college by cohen and
brawer has been the authoritative book on
community colleges anyone who wants to understand
these complex and dynamic institutions how they
are evolving the contributions they make the
challenges they face the students they serve and
the faculty and leaders who deliver the services
and the curricula will find the american community
college both essential reading and an important
reference book george r boggs president and ceo
american association of community colleges i have
been a community college president for over forty
one years and a graduate professor for three
decades this book has been an inspiration to
generations of students faculty members and
administrators it has become the classic of the
field because it has great take home value to us
all joseph n hankin president westchester
community college in this latest edition of the
american community college the authors continue to
manifest their unique highly knowledgeable
perspective about the community college this book
is must reading for all who desire to understand
one of the most important educational institutions
in the twenty first century barbara k townsend
professor and director center for community
college research college of education university
of missouri columbia cohen and brawer s classic
work is the touchstone for a comprehensive
overview of the american community college this is
a seminal book for graduate students as well as
seasoned professionals for understanding this
uniquely american institution charles r dassance
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president central florida community college

Summary of the Transactions of
the College of Physicians of
Philadelphia

1856

originally published in 1954 this is the first
full length account of the history of the working
men s college in st pancras london one hundred and
fifty years on from its foundation in 1854 it is
the oldest adult educational institute in the
country self governing and self financing it is a
rich part of london s social history the college
stands out as a distinctive monument of the
voluntary social service founded by the victorians
unchanged in all its essentials yet adapting
itself to the demands of each generation of
students and finding voluntary and unpaid teachers
to continue its tradition

The American College and
University: A History

2021-12-26

this pamphlet provides a concise history of the
owens college of manchester founded in 1851 the
text briefly describes the various departments of
the college including chemistry mathematics and
classics this book is an interesting artifact of
educational history and provides insights into the
development of higher education in england this
work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work is in
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the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant

The Pharmacopoeia of the Royal
College of Physicians of London
...

1815

The Contradictory College
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The Colleges of Oxford
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Announcement of the College of
Law

1918
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A History of the College of
California

1887

Proceedings at the Laying of the
Corner Stone

1873

College of the Holy Cross

2005

Catalogue of the Officers and
Students of the College of New
Jersey

1840

The College of the Future

1937

The College of the City of New
York

1895
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City College of San Francisco

2010-09-13

Hark Upon the Gale

2007-12

The Roman Catholic College of
Maynooth; Its Immoral,
Unconstitutional, and Anti-social
Teaching Exposed ...

1861

No Ordinary College

2004

College of the Sacred Heart
Catalogue; 1908-1909

2021-09-09

アメリカの大学・カレッジ

1996
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Financial Condition and Present
Needs of Columbia College
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Annual Report of the Ontario
School of Agriculture and
Experimental Farm

1898

The American Community College
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Annual Report of the Sheffield
Scientific School of Yale
University

1879

The Idea and Practice of General
Education

1950
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Semi-centennial Celebration of
the South Carolina College

1855

A History of the Working Men's
College

2013-10-28

Annual Report of the Regents

1883

Catalogue and Circular of the
Agricultural and Mechanical
College of Alabama

1889

The Owens College, Manchester
(founded 1851); a Brief History
of the College and Description of
Its Various Departments

2023-07-18
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